
100% luxury cute everyday 
fashion masterpieces. 

TASTE FASHION. TASTE EGYBOY.



Founded in 2010 by identical twins Egy and Remi, 
EGYBOY is a split personality art vs. fashion 

brand, born from two brains and the paradox of 
the internet age. Now based between Paris and 
Vilnius, EGYBOY has gained an international 

following with stockists in Europe, Asia, USA and 
the internet. 



Bittersweet but tasty, EGYBOY absorbs its surround-
ings and feeds it back to you like a delicious art 

streetwear sandwich, poking fun at high fashion 
and contemporary culture with a childlike sense of 

humour and the smooth style of a 
LYRICAL GANGSTER. 

Using bold type and catchy wordplay slogans, EGY-
BOY focuses on craftwork details and high quality 

product for an easygoing high/low aesthetic. Mixing 
and REmixing the zeitgeist, EGYBOY reinterprets the 

icons of today for a fresh young audience.



Cementing their place in Paris’ dynamic art commu-
nity, EGYBOY recently showed during Paris Fashion 

week and held their first ASS-hibition 
“Enjoy the Game” at the showroom BERG France.





EGYBOY AW18
LET THE BEAST CONTROL YOUR BODY





EGYBOY SS19
WE DO NOT NEED PERFECTION! WE NEED 

NERVOUS BREAKDOWNS!





EGYBOY AW19
ENJOY THE GAME





EGYBOY SS20
YES - IS THE ANSWER





STOCKISTS :
 
JAPAN
BEAMS
RESTIR
ROYAL FLASH 
PUBLUX 
CAPRICE
ACROPOLIS
MONAMACHO
MOGGIE CO-OP

CHINA
CACTUSS
THE BALANCING
DMOP
MOMO_Z

TAIWAN
ARTIFACTS 
FRED SEGAL 
CHEN CHUN

KOREA
GALLERIA
D_CODE

THAILAND
CLUB21

QATAR
HARVEY NICHOLS DOHA

RUSSIA
TSUM
NOBLESNOB
VIP_GROUP

LITHUANIA
LOCALS
SOUR KICK





COLLABS

EGYBOY
X









































Imagine there’s no collabs
It isn’t hard to do
Nothing to kill or die for
And no brand religions, too
Imagine all the people
Living life in Tees... 
Egyboy is a dreamer
Just out here to have fun
Hope the world gets less logos
And all brands can live as one
 
Imagine the best possessions
I wonder if you can
No need for high-speed turnover
A brotherhood of brands
Imagine all the people
Sharing all the clothes... 
Egyboy is a dreamer
Just out here to feel young
Hope the world gets less FOMO
And all brands can live as one Gr
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